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Transfer Module - User Manual

1. Administrative Transfer

Administrative Transfer Flow

Department raises request and forwards to DC
↓

DC can upload documents (if any) and forward to VA
↓

Return to Department VA forwards to AA
↓

AA will forward to placement Committee or Returns
to department

↓

Member 1 Member 2 Member 3

↓
AA forwards to DPO/ Sr. DPO

↓
DPO/Sr DPO forwards to TAA or returns to

Department
↓

TAA sign and returns to Sr DPO
↓

Sr DPO returns to AA or Department
↓

AA return to DC or department
↓

DC marks to issue order

1. Go to HRMS application https://hrms.indianrail.gov.in/HRMS/ and login using HRMS ID &
Password
2. Enter OTP received on registered Mobile No.

Annexure-A1435201/2022/O/o Dy.CPO/HQ/ECR
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Creation of Transfer Cell - For Unit Admin

1. Go to ‘Admin Section > Change Role’

2. Assign role of ‘Transfer Cell Member’ to required employee.

Creation of Placement Committee - For Transfer Cell Member

1. Go to ‘Transfer > Manage Placement Committee’ Page.

2. To create new Committee enter committee name, HRMS IDs for three members of the
committee and upload relevant approval document (if any)

3. To fetch list of active existing Committees, click on ‘Load Committee List’.

4. Click on Committee ID to view details.

5. Click on ‘Mark Inactive’ button to mark committee as In-Active
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Creation of Transfer Proposal - for Gazetted Officers of Department

1. Go to ‘Transfer > Transfer Proposal’ Page.

2. To create a new proposal select New Proposal option and provide the name for the
proposal and click on ‘Go’ button,

to edit Existing Draft/ Returned proposal, select it from the dropdown and click on ‘Go’
button

3. Click on ‘+’ icon to add employees in the proposal, select dealing clerk id in Forward to
option to forward proposal to personnel department

4. In the pop up enter HRMS ID of the employee, current details of the employee will be
fetched and shown to officer

5. Enter the proposed transfer details for the employee and click on ‘Save’ button.
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6. Enter more employees by clicking on ‘+’ icon

7. Click on ‘Submit’ to forward proposal to Personnel Branch

Processing of Transfer Case - For Personnel Department

1. Login with Dealing Clerk’s ID

2. Go to ‘Transfer > Forward Transfer Requests’

3. List of all received transfer proposals will be shown, select 1 proposal to work upon.

4. Select ‘Forward’ for requests which need to be forwarded to VA and select VA to forward
to
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Click on ‘Submit’ button to submit the remarks

Similarly VA needs to submit their remarks and forward the case to AA from the same menu.

Assignment of Transfer Case to Placement Committee - For APOs

1. Go to ‘Transfer > Forward Transfer Requests’

2. List of all received transfer proposals will be shown, select 1 proposal to work upon.

3. Select ‘Forward’ for requests which need to be forwarded to placement committee and
select committee to forward to from the drop-down
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4. Click on ‘Submit’ button to submit the remarks.

Record Meeting of Placement Committee - Committee Members

1. Go to ‘Transfer > Record Committee Meeting’

2. Select one committee. List of assigned proposals to that committee will be shown. Select a
proposal and click on ‘Go’ button to fetch details.

3. List of requests of individual employees included in the proposal will be shown.

4. Members can send the proposal for query to personnel branch using ‘Return for Query’
option. They need to enter their query and then select the employee from dropdown

5. Members need to provide their remarks individually for all requests & digitally sign to save
meeting details and recommendations.

6. Once signed by all members requests will be sent back to personnel branch.
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Forward Transfer Case to Transfer Acceptance Authority - By Personnel Branch

1. Login with Acceptance Authority (APO )’s ID

2. Go to ‘Transfer’ > ‘Return/Process Transfer Requests’

3. List of all received transfer proposals from placement committee will be shown. Select 1
proposal to work upon

4. The AA can either forward the request to Establishment Officer for approval or return it to
department based on remarks received from the committee.

To send to Establishment Officer, the user needs to start typing their name in the input box and
select from the list shown and click ‘Submit’ button

5. Login with Establishment Officer’s ID

6. Establishment Officer has to forward the request to Transfer Acceptance Authority for final
Acceptance, using the same menu option

7. After selecting relevant options, click on Submit button to save details.

Transfer Case acceptance - by Transfer Acceptance Authority (TAA)

1. Go to ‘Transfer’ > ‘Accept Transfer Proposal’

2. List of all received transfer requests will be shown. Select 1 case to work upon.
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3. Select ‘Yes/No’ for Approval and provide detailed remarks.

4. Click on ‘View & Accept By Digital Sign’ button. A pdf file will be generated with proposal
details and will shown for Digital Signature.

5. Digitally sign the pdf and it will sent back to DC for further process

Mark Transfer Case to Issue Order - By Personnel Branch

1. Login with Establishment Officer’s ID

2. Go to ‘Transfer’ > ‘Forward/Return Transfer Requests’

3. List of all received transfer proposals received from accepting authority will be shown.
Select 1 proposal to work upon

4. Forward request to APO for order issuance or return to department based on TAA remarks

5. Click on ‘Submit’ button to save changes

6. Login with APO’s ID
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7. Go to ‘Transfer’ > ‘Forward/Return Transfer Requests’

8. List of all received transfer proposals received from Establishment Officer will be shown.
Select 1 proposal to work upon

9. Forward request to OS for order issuance or return to department based on Establishment
Officer’s remark

10. Login with OS’s ID

11. Go to ‘Transfer’ > ‘Forward/Return Transfer Requests’

12. Mark to issue Order (Draft office order will be created on submission) or Return to
department based on Accepting authority remarks

13. After selecting relevant options, click on Submit button to save details

14. Once submitted a draft order will be created. To proceed with order generation, dealing
clerk needs to go to ‘Office Order > Promotion/Transfer Order’. Order will be available in
drop down.
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2. Mutual Transfer

Basic Flow
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1. Go to HRMS application https://hrms.indianrail.gov.in/HRMS/ and login using HRMS ID &
Password

2. Enter OTP received on registered Mobile No.

Request submission by 1st Employee

1. Login as Employee in HRMS

2. Go to ‘IRHRMS-ESS’ -> ‘Mutual Transfer Request’

3. Click on ‘New application’ button to raise new application.

4. Fill all relevant details and upload scanned copy of signature and photograph. Provide
HRMS ID of the employee against whommutual transfer is sought, all their details will be
fetched and shown automatically

5. Enter HRMS ID of the officer (supervisor) to whom the application should be forwarded to
in the department and submit the application.

Request submission by 2nd Employee

1. Login as 2nd Employee in HRMS

2. Go to ‘IRHRMS-ESS’ -> ‘Mutual Transfer Request’
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3. Application pending for the employee will be shown. Click on ‘Edit’ button against it.

4. Fill all relevant details and upload scanned copy of signature and photograph.

5. Enter HRMS ID of the officer (supervisor) to whom the application should be forwarded to
in the department and submit the application.

Approval of Request by Supervisors

1. Login with 1st Supervisor

2. Click on ‘Transfer > Process Mutual Transfer Requests’

3. List of pending applications for action will be shown. Select 1 request for action and click
on ‘Go’ button, details of the request will be shown to them

4. Supervisor will provide their remarks and will either

a) Forward to the branch officer for further process, or

b) Reject the request
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5. This process needs to be followed by both supervisors

Processing of Request by Branch Officer

1. Login with any one of the Branch Officer HRMS ID

2. Click on ‘Transfer > Process Mutual Transfer Requests’

3. List of pending applications for action will be shown. Select 1 request for action and click
on ‘Go’ button, details of the request will be shown to them

4. Branch Officer will provide their remarks and will either

a) Provide their remarks & forward to their personnel branch for further process, or

b) Reject the request

Processing of Request by Personnel Branch

1. Login with dealing clerk

2. Click on ‘Transfer > Process Mutual Transfer Requests’

3. List of pending applications for action will be shown. Select 1 request for action and click
on ‘Go’ button, details of the request will be shown to them

4. DC will check and forward to the Verification Authority.
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5. Similarly the Verification Authority will forward to the Acceptance Authority

6. After this, AA will either forward the case to Zonal Headquarter ( for HQ controlled posts)
or to Branch Officer of other division.

Processing of Request by 2nd Branch Officer

1. Login with 2nd Branch Officer

2. Click on ‘Transfer > Process Mutual Transfer Requests’

3. List of pending applications for action will be shown. Select 1 request for action and click
on ‘Go’ button, details of the request will be shown to them

4. Branch Officer will provide their remarks and will either

a) Provide their remarks & forward to their personnel branch for further process, or

b) Reject the request

Processing of Request by Personnel Branch

1. Login with dealing clerk

2. Click on ‘Transfer > Process Mutual Transfer Requests’

3. List of pending applications for action will be shown. Select 1 request for action and click
on ‘Go’ button, details of the request will be shown to them
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4. DC will check and forward to the Verification Authority.

5. Similarly the Verification Authority will forward to the Acceptance Authority

6. After this, AA will either forward the case to Zonal Headquarter ( for HQ controlled posts)
or will finalize the transfer request. On Finalization, a two draft office orders will be
created, 1 each in both Dealing clerk’s ID
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3. Own Request Transfer

Basic Flow
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1. Go to HRMS application https://hrms.indianrail.gov.in/HRMS/ and login using HRMS ID &
Password

2. Enter OTP received on registered Mobile No.

Request submission by Employee

1. Login as Employee in HRMS

2. Go to ‘IRHRMS-ESS’ -> ‘Own Request Transfer request’

3. Click on ‘New application’ button to raise new application.

4. Fill all relevant details and upload scanned copy of signature and photograph.

5. Enter HRMS ID of the officer (supervisor) to whom the application should be forwarded to
in the department and submit the application.
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Processing of Request by Supervisors

1. Login with Supervisor

2. Click on ‘Transfer > Inter Railway Transfer Requests’

3. List of pending applications for action will be shown. Select request for action and click on
‘Go’ button, details of the request will be shown to them

6. Supervisor will provide their remarks and will either

a) Forward to the controlling officer for further process, or

b) Reject the request

Processing of Request by Controlling Officer

1. Login with any one of the Branch Officer HRMS ID

2. Click on ‘Transfer > Inter Railway Transfer Requests’

3. List of pending applications for action will be shown. Select request for action and click
on ‘Go’ button, details of the request will be shown to them

4. Branch Officer will provide their remarks and will either

a) Provide their remarks & forward to DC of Employees unit

b) Reject the request

Processing of Request by DC, VA, AA of Employees Unit

1. Login with dealing clerk
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2. Click on ‘Transfer > Forward Inter Railway Transfer Requests’

3. List of pending applications for action will be shown. Select request for action and click on
‘Go’ button, details of the request will be shown to them

4. DC will check and forward to the Verification Authority.

5. Similarly the Verification Authority will forward to the Acceptance Authority or will return
back the request to DC.

6. After this, AA will either forward the case to DRM/CWM or return to DC of their unit or
Reject the application

7. Once approval received from DRM/CWM, AA will either forward the case to Head Quarter
DC or Transfer unit DC.

Processing of Request by DRM/CWM

1. Login with DRM/CWM

2. Click on ‘Transfer > Forward Inter Railway Transfer Requests’

3. List of pending applications for action will be shown. Select request for action and click on
‘Go’ button, details of the request will be shown to them

4. DRM/CWMwill either accept or reject the application.

Processing of Request by DC, VA, AA of Headquarter

2. Login with dealing clerk

2. Click on ‘Transfer > Forward Inter Railway Transfer Requests’

3. List of pending applications for action will be shown. Select request for action and click on
‘Go’ button, details of the request will be shown to them

4. DC will check and forward to the Verification Authority of headquarter.

5. Similarly the Verification Authority will forward to the Acceptance Authority of
headquarter or will return back the request to DC headquarter.
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6. After this, AA will either forward the case to Transfer unit DC or return to DC headquarter
or Reject the application.

Processing of Request by DC, VA, AA of Transferring unit

1. Login with dealing clerk

2. Click on ‘Transfer > Forward Inter Railway Transfer Requests’

3. List of pending applications for action will be shown. Select request for action and click on
‘Go’ button, details of the request will be shown to them

4. DC will check and forward to the Verification Authority of transferring unit.

5. Similarly the Verification Authority will forward to the Acceptance Authority of transferring
unit or will return back the request to DC transferring unit.

6. AA will either forward the case to DRM/CWM or return to DC of their unit or Reject the
application

7. Once approval received from DRM/CWM, AA will Accept the application.

8. Officer order will be generated once the accepting officers of transferring unit accepts the
request.
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4. Change of Category

Basic Flow

1. Go to HRMS application https://hrms.indianrail.gov.in/HRMS/ and login using HRMS ID &
Password

2. Enter OTP received on registered Mobile No.

Request submission by Employee

1. Login as Employee in HRMS

2. Go to ‘IRHRMS-ESS’ -> ‘Change of Category’

3. Click on ‘New application’ button to raise new application.
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4. Fill all relevant details and Enter HRMS ID of the officer (supervisor) to whom the
application should be forwarded to in the department and submit the application.

Approval of Request by Supervisors

1. Login with Supervisor ID

2. Click on ‘Transfer > Process Change of Category’

3. List of pending applications for action will be shown. Select 1 request for action and click
on ‘Go’ button, details of the request will be shown to them

4. Supervisor will provide their remarks and will either

a) Forward to the dealing clerk for further process, or

b) Reject the request

Processing of Request by Dealing Clerk

1. Login with any DC ID

2. Click on ‘Transfer > Process Change of Category’

3. List of pending applications for action will be shown. Select 1 request for action and click
on ‘Go’ button, details of the request will be shown to them
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4. DC will provide their remarks and will forward to VA for further process

Processing of Request by Verification Authority

1. Login with any VA ID

2. Click on ‘Transfer > Process Change of Category’

3. List of pending applications for action will be shown. Select 1 request for action and click
on ‘Go’ button, details of the request will be shown to them

4. VA will provide their remarks and will forward to AA for further process

Processing of Request by Acceptance Authority

1. Login with any AA ID

2. Click on ‘Transfer > Process Change of Category’

3. List of pending applications for action will be shown. Select 1 request for action and click
on ‘Go’ button, details of the request will be shown to them

4. AA will select name of Cadre Controlling Authority of Employee’s unit, or to CCA of transfer
Unit or to Establishment Officer and will forward to them for further process

Processing of Request by Cadre Controlling Authority of Employee’s unit

1. Login with CCA of employee’s Unit

2. Click on ‘Transfer > Process Change of Category’

3. List of pending applications for action will be shown. Select 1 request for action and click
on ‘Go’ button, details of the request will be shown to them

4. CCA will either approve or reject the request. On approval the request will be forwarded to
AA
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Processing of Request by Cadre Controlling Authority of Employee’s unit

1. After AA forwards to CCA of Transferring Unit, login with CCA’s ID

2. Click on ‘Transfer > Process Change of Category’

3. List of pending applications for action will be shown. Select 1 request for action and click
on ‘Go’ button, details of the request will be shown to them

4. CCA will either approve or reject the request. On approval the request will be forwarded to
AA

Processing of Request by Establishment Officer of Employee’s unit

1. After AA forwards to EO, login with EO’s ID

2. Click on ‘Transfer > Process Change of Category’

3. List of pending applications for action will be shown. Select 1 request for action and click
on ‘Go’ button, details of the request will be shown to them

4. EO will either forward the request to DRM/CWM or reject the request.

Processing of Request by DRM/CWM

1. Login with DRM/CWM’s ID

2. Click on ‘Transfer > Process Change of Category’

3. List of pending applications for action will be shown. Select 1 request for action and click
on ‘Go’ button, details of the request will be shown to them

4. DRM/CWMwill either approve the request or reject it. On approval a draft order will be
created in DC’s ID under ‘Office Order > Promotion/Transfer Order’.
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5. Express Interest /Search List For Mutual Transfer

1. Go to HRMS application https://hrms.indianrail.gov.in/HRMS/ and login using HRMS ID &
Password

2. Enter OTP received on registered Mobile No.

Express Interest/Search List

1. Login as Employee in HRMS

2. Go to ‘IRHRMS-ESS’ -> ‘Mutual Transfer request’

3. Click on ‘Express Interest / Search List For Mutual Transfer’.

4. Upon clicking you can click on Express interest and proceed with filling the form and
submit.

5. You enable or disable any of your request by clicking the enable/disable button.

6. In order to search list click on the search list button.
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7. Select all the fields as seen above and click fetch .

8. All the records will be shown in the table.
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Own Request Transfer Priority Entry for old records

1. Go to HRMS application https://hrms.indianrail.gov.in/HRMS/ and login using HRMS ID &
Password

2. Enter OTP received on registered Mobile No.

Previous Priority Register entry

1. Login as Employee in HRMS

2. Go to ‘Transfer’ -> ‘Priority Register Entry’

3. Enter HRMS ID of the employee and transfer details

4. Click on ‘+’ or ‘-’ icon to add or remove rows.

5. Click on ‘Submit’ button to submit details.

Verify Priority Entry List

1. Login as Verification authority in HRMS

2. Go to ‘Transfer’ -> ‘Verify Priority Register’

3. List of priorities pending for verification will be shown.

4. Select the entries which are correct and leave those which should be returned to DC

5. Click on ‘Verify’ button

6. Similarly the entries needs to be accepted by Acceptance Authority

7. The records will appear in Priority Register only after acceptance by Acceptance Authority

Update Priority Entry List

1. To update status of entry made, go to ‘IRHRMS ESS’ > ‘Priority Register Entry’

2. Click on ‘Load Priority List’ button to fetch list

3. List of old entries made will be fetched. Click on ‘Update’ button. A pop up will open
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4. Select the new status from the list and click on update button.

5. This entry updated by DC needs to be verified and accepted by the VA & AA respectively
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Own Request Transfer Priority Entry for old records

1. Go to HRMS application https://hrms.indianrail.gov.in/HRMS/ and login using HRMS ID &
Password

2. Enter OTP received on registered Mobile No.

Previous Priority Register entry

1. Login as dealing clerk in HRMS

2. Go to ‘Transfer’ -> ‘Priority Register Entry’

3. Enter HRMS ID of the employee and transfer details

4. Click on ‘+’ or ‘-’ icon to add or remove rows.

5. Click on ‘Submit’ button to submit details.

Verify Priority Entry List

1. Login as Verification authority in HRMS

2. Go to ‘Transfer’ -> ‘Verify Priority Register’

3. List of priorities pending for verification will be shown.

4. Select the entries which are correct and leave those which should be returned to DC

5. Click on ‘Verify’ button

6. Similarly the entries needs to be accepted by Acceptance Authority

7. The records will appear in Priority Register only after acceptance by Acceptance Authority

Update Priority Entry List

1. To update status of entry made, go to ‘IRHRMS ESS’ > ‘Priority Register Entry’

2. Click on ‘Load Priority List’ button to fetch list

3. List of old entries made will be fetched. Click on ‘Update’ button. A pop up will open
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4. Select the new status from the list and click on update button.

5. This entry updated by DC needs to be verified and accepted by the VA & AA respectively
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